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1 Why VXL Templates? 

In general, the purpose of a VXL template is to give our customers a good starting point in 

relation to data maintenance within a specific area in M3. A predefined VXL template can work 

for the customer exactly as it is but can also lack specific data or provide more data beyond what 

the customer maintains. The idea is that customers have the VXL template as a starting point 

and can themselves make the necessary small adjustments to make it perfect for their own 

needs. 

2 What will it solve? 

The purpose of this VXL template is to save time and cost on OIS060 - Customer Blanket 

Agreement. 

3 How does it work? 

This function has tasks for both export from M3 to Excel, and Import from Excel back to M3. 

Export from M3 to Excel 
o You can export Blanket Agreement Lines from OIS061 from M3 to Excel, as well as 

export Blanket Agreement Line Prices from OIS062 in M3 to Excel. 
 

Import from Excel to M3 
o You can add, update and delete Blanket Agreement Line data from Excel to OIS061 in 

M3, as well as add, update and delete Blanket Agreement Line Prices from Excel to 
OIS062 in M3. 

4 Where can you find the VXL Template? 

This template is installed in the Vince Template Company on the VXL server. The function is 
named “TEMPL_OIS060_Customer_Blanket_Agr_Admin” 

5 Recommendations 

o If you have activated Superior Groups for you blanket agreement that allows you to maintain 
prices based on the selection fields and priority, you need to unhide the columns between D 
and H in the Excel template. Then start value field 1, 2 and 3 will be displayed. 

o The template can be ran and used as it is but If you would like to do any changes to it we 
recommend that you copy it and do the changes on the copied function. 

o This VXL template has not been tested in depth by Vince so we recommend testing this 
thoroughly in the M3 test environment before this is lifted to the M3 production environment. 
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6 The VXL Client 

In the VXL client you will find your new template “TEMPL_OIS060_Customer_Blanket_Agr_Admin” 

 

 

6.1 Export and Import tasks 

When you open the function as shown below, it contains various tasks for export and import. 

 

 

 

 

This task is used for exporting OIS061 blanket line data from M3 

to Excel. This data will be exported to the tab “AgrementLines” in 

the Excel file. 

Based on the blanket agreement lines exported to the spread 

sheet “AgrementLines” in the task above, this task is used for 

exporting OIS062 price line data from M3 to Excel. This data will 

be exported to the tab “Prices” in the Excel file. 

This task is used for import data from Excel to M3. You may add new 

agreement lines, update existing agreement lines and delete 

agreement lines from Excel to OIS061 in M3. 

VXL import the data from the tab“AgreementLines” in the Excel file. 

This task is used for import data from Excel to M3. You may add 

new agreement line prices, update existing agreement line prices 

and delete agreement line prices from Excel to OIS062 in M3. 

VXL import the data from the tab “Prices” in the Excel file. 
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7 Example - How to run the VXL template 

 

7.1 Export OIS061 Blanket Agreement Line data from M3 to Excel 

 

o Mandatory - Enter Customer number in the field “Customer number” 
o Mandatory - Enter Blanket agreement number in the field “Blanket agreement number” 
o Mandatory - Enter the Blanket Agreement headers start date in the field “From date” 
o Only when using Superior Groups – Enter the Priority 
o Then click the button “Export Agreement Lines”, give the Excel-file a name and store it. 

 

 

The Blanket Agreement Lines will then be exported to the excel tab “AgreementLines” as shown 

below. 

 

If you are only going to work with maintain OIS061 - Blanket Agreement Lines (and not OIS062 

Line Prices), you may jump directly to chapter 7.3 below to learn how to import OIS061 Blanket 

Agreement Line data changes back to M3. 
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7.2 Export OIS062 Agreement Price Line data from M3 to Excel 

 

Run this task if you want to export and work with Agreement Price Lines in Excel. It requires 

that you first have exported the Blanket agreement lines to the tab “AgreementLines” and 

saved/closed the excel file as described in chapter 7.1 

 

When running this task only the prices from the agreement lines in the tab “AgreementLines” 

will be exported to the excel tab “Prices” 

 

o Click the button “Export Price Lines” and select the excel file you stored in chapter 7.1 

       

 

The OIS062 price lines will then be exported to the excel tab “Prices” as shown below. 
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7.3 Import Upd, New and deleted OIS061 Agreement Lines from Excel to M3 

 

Run this task if you want to import (add, update and delete) the changed OIS061 agreement line 

data from the excel tab “AgreementLines”.  

 

Before we do the import, we need to maintain our lines in Excel (ref export data from cap 7.1). 

As you can see from the screen dump below, the row 9 has got updated “Minimum qty” and 

“Normal call-off”. And row 7 is marked for deletion (x) in column A.  

We have also added a couple of new lines in rows 13 and 14. 

By doing this change to the excel data we will trigger both add, update and delete on these lines 

in M3. 

 

 

 

 

Now it’s time to import the data to M3. 

o Make sure that your edited Excel file is saved and closed. 
o Click the button “Add/Upd/Delete Agreement Lines” and select the excel file you want to 

import. 
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When the import is done the Excel file will open.  

Scroll all the way to the right in the spread sheet to look at the API responses. 

As we see from the screen dump below: 

o Column AC “Total” say that everything is OK. 

o Column AD, “UpdCustBlkAgrLn” failed in row 13 and 14 with an error message saying that 

the Agreement Line does not exists. This is not a problem since it is not possible to 

update an Agreement Line that does not exists in OIS061.  

o The four rows from 9-12 is ok since this is lines which did exist in OIS061 before. 

o Column AE, “AddCustBlkAgrLn” failed in rows 9 to 12 with an error message saying that 

the Agreement Lines already exists. This is not a problem since it is not possible to add 

an Agreement Line that already exist in OIS061.  

o The two rows 13 and 14 is ok since this is lines which did not exist in OIS061 before. 

o Column AF, “DelCustBlkAgrLn” is OK on row 6 that we marked for deletion.  

 

If we check the data in M3 we see that the rows we updated ha got new data, the rows we added 

are in place and the row we deleted is gone from OIS061.  
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7.4 Import Upd, new and deleted OIS062 Price Lines from Excel to M3 

 

Run this task if you want to import (add, update and delete) the changed OIS062 Price line 

data from the excel tab “Prices”.  

 

Before we do the import, we need to maintain our price lines in Excel (ref export data from 

cap 7.2). 

As you can see from the screen dump below: 

o Rows 10, 12 and 13 have been updated with a new “Discount” in Excel.  

o Rows 14 and 15 have been updated with a new “Discount Amount per unit”. 

o Row 16 is marked for deletion (x) in column A.  

o We have also added four new lines in row 17 to 20. 

By doing this change to the excel data we will trigger both add, update and delete on these 

lines in M3. 
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Now it’s time to import the data to M3. 

o Make sure that your Excel file is saved and closed. 
o Click the button “Add/Upd/Delete Price Lines” and select the excel file you want to import. 

           

When the import is done the Excel file will open.  

Scroll all the way to the right in the spread sheet to look at the API responses. 

 

As we see from the screen dump below: 

o Column Z “Total” say that everything is OK. 

o Column AA, “UpdAgrLnPrice” failed in rows 17 to 20 with an error message saying that the 

Record does not exists. This is not a problem since it is not possible to update a price line 

that does not exists in OIS062.  

o The four rows from 9-16 is ok since this is lines which did exist in OIS061 before. 

o Column AB, “AddAgrLnPrice” shows nothing in rows 9 to 12. This is not a problem since this is 

a rule we have set in VXL that this API shall not run if the UpdAgrLnPrice API ran successfully.  

o The four rows 17 to 20 is OK since this is lines which did not exist in OIS062 before and was 

now added. 

o Column AD, “DelAgrLnPrice” is OK on row 16 that we marked for deletion.  
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If we check the data in OIS062 in M3 we see that the rows we updated ha got new data, the rows 

we added are in place and the row we deleted is gone from OIS062.  

                 

 
 


